
Key Powers and Contact: 

Being the middle of one of the ancient world’s major routes for trade and travel between 

west Asia and Egypt, Israel in the First Temple Period interacted in times of peace and 

conflict with many other kingdoms and cultures, even if this contact was often quite 

indirect and difficult to say very much about. It also changed through time, as the political 

situation in the ancient Near East shifted. In the latter part of the First Temple Period and 

in the Second Temple Period in particular, Israel encountered the long succession of 

empires that came to dominate the eastern seaboard of the Mediterranean.  

Egypt was always a major point of contact for Israel, and indeed Egypt had controlled 

Canaan, the approximate area that would become Israel, during the Late Bronze Age. 

Archaeological evidence indicates that trade and cultural interaction continued even into 

the First Temple Period, after this control had long since ended. Although Egypt as a player 

on the international scene of the ancient Near East was relatively weak at this time, 

Egyptian military campaigns like that of the 10th century BC pharaoh Shishak still sometimes 

came through Israel. To the east, across the Jordan River, three small kingdoms formed at 

the same time as Israel. From north to south they were Ammon, Moab and Edom. These 

three kingdoms were located in what if now the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, in fact the 

name of its capital Amman comes from Ammon, as it was the ancient capital of that 

kingdom.  

Directly to the north of Israel were the famous Phoenicians, who lived mostly in modern 

Lebanon, in a series of small kingdoms cantered around cities along the coast. The 

Phoenicians were famous as navigators and traders for a long time, even down into the 

Greek and Roman periods, and as the purveyors of the alphabet. The Phoenician alphabet, 

which was used to write ancient Hebrew during the First Temple Period, is just one of the 

Phoenicians’ noticeable cultural influences on Israel, which also include architecture and 

art. The Phoenicians traded extensively into Israel, and may have been the connecting point 

between Israel and Cyprus, the Aegean Islands and Greece. Finely decorated pottery from 

these places is well-known from archaeology in Israel. To the north/north-east Israel 

bordered on the southern part of modern Syria. This area was inhabited by small kingdoms 

of a group known as the Arameans. The Arameans had arrived into this area around the 

beginning of the Iron Age, and their kingdoms were sometimes friends and sometimes 

rivals of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Like the Phoenicians and the peoples on the 

other side of the Jordan, the Arameans spoke a Semitic language closely related to Hebrew. 

The most significant foreign players for the history of Israel in the First Temple period 

though were certainly Assyria and Babylonia, two very old Mesopotamian kingdoms. Like 

Egypt, Assyria had been a major power in the Near East during the Bronze Age but was 

relatively weak by the start of the Iron Age. However, it didn’t take long to reassert itself 

and by the 9th century BC, after David and Solomon’s kingdom had split into the kingdoms 

of Israel and Judah, it had extended its reach all the way to some of Israel northern 

neighbours. These small kingdoms, including Israel, made a few combined attempts to hold 

the Assyrians back, but in vain. In the late 8th century the Assyrians crushed the kingdom of 



Israel and turned its territory and provinces of its empire, while Judah became a vassal 

kingdom, and Assyria extended its power all the way into Egypt.  

Near the end of the First Temple Period the Assyrian empire began to crumble, and came 

under attack from hostile forces on its long norther boarders. One of these was the ancient 

kingdom of Babylonia, which, though it had also been under the domination of Assyria, was 

taken over by a new dynasty and, as the Assyrian empire disintegrated, came to take 

control over much the territory that Assyria had controlled, including Israel and Judah. 

Although the last kings of Judah clung to power, in 586 BC the forces of the Babylonian king 

Nebuchadnezzar II captured Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple, bringing the kingdom of 

Judah and the First Temple Period to a close. 
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